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About This Game

Lose yourself in a tale of magic and wonder, where anything is possible and where nothing is quite as it seems: join young Jerry
and follow a peculiar white rabbit to the wondrous realm of Mousewood, a land where critters can speak and where mystery

abounds.

It is here that Jerry’s dream of being a magician comes true, though a haunting, sinister force casts a long shadow over the
forest. Someone offers the residents of Mousewood a deal of their lifetime - tickets to the greatest magic show that the world

has ever seen. But the price is steep, as they'll have to stake their most precious possessions and also their lives.

As the shadows grow deeper, the residents of Mousewood have only Jerry to turn to. On an adventure full of laughter and tears,
joy and fear, the young boy will face the ultimate trial, leaving behind the world he once knew, and his childhood, too, will

become a thing of the past.

Key Features

Story-driven exploration/adventure: The Night of the Rabbit was conceived, written and designed by Matthias Kempke,
who believes that games design is all about creating new worlds to be explored by players.

Multi-layered story: it starts out in a light-hearted and funny way, but soon shift to a dramatic and thought-provoking
tone over the 20 hours of gameplay.

Original character and world design: the animal people who populate the game were originally developed in short stories
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written by game creator; these stories are included as the in-game bonuses.
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Title: The Night of the Rabbit
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Daedalic Entertainment
Publisher:
Daedalic Entertainment
Release Date: 28 May, 2013

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS:Windows Vista/7

Processor:2.5 GHz (Single Core) or 2 GHz (Dual Core)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:OpenGL 2.0 compatible with 256 MB RAM (Shared Memory is not recommended)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX compatible

English,German,French,Russian,Polish,Czech,Italian
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Strange story, great puzzles, great sound, great graphics, beautiful voices and very humoristic.
 Overall 10\/10.. Exhausting experience that took hours USING a guide.
Believe me I Want to like it So much cause I love the genre,
but this was not what I had hoped for.
-------------------------------------------------

Do Not play this game if:
- You don't like illogical complicated puzzles times a million
- You are not very fond of an extreme amount of dialogue
- You do not want 3 (or more) stories mixed in one confusing mess
- If you are looking for gender diversity in games since basically All the characters are male

Play this game if:
- You simply want to enjoy the beautiful artwork
- You long for the company of rememberable side characters
- You are REALLY good at these kind of games and are willing to try Everything on Everything to solve some illogical puzzles

Verdict: 2,5\/5. Cool kids story adventure.

Art and dialog is very good. Most of the time, the puzzles are quite logical as well.

There's a lot of little side quests of which most lead up to the solution of puzzles in the main story. So you're constantly
discovering new things and solving little parts of a complex whole. And that is what makes a great adventure game.

Really enjoyed playing this. Did feel young again :). Story is very well done. Characters are nice and their voice-over is just
right (a little buggy sometimes).
Peaceful landscapes gave me childhood vibes.
One of things that just doesn't let me call it a masterpiece is lack of polishing, I've completed it in 12-hour run and encountered
quite a number of bugs, some of them were even gamebreaking, but that's something I can forgive.
I've enjoyed this game way more than Deponia. Want to see more of it, even though maybe not getting a sequel is the right
thing, they're unnecessary.
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